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Abstract 
Several types of trees are proposed in the literature to model the behaviour of nondeterministic 
processes. The purpose of this paper is to clarify the distinction between the various types of 
trees and to discuss their use as semantic domains. Trees (in the sense of Milner’s derivation 
trees) and bisimulation equivalence classes of trees are considered in three different settings: in 
the category of sets, in the metric setting and in the partial order setting. Each type of tree is 
characterized by a domain equation. Special attention is given to the use of trees as models for 
processes which allow for unbounded nondeterminism as for instance Milners CCS processes. In 
this case one has to deal with infinitely branching trees which cause problems to give denotational 
semantics that are fully abstract w.r.t. a transition system based operational semantics. 
1. Introduction 
Trees of various types have been used extensively in the past to model the behaviour 
of nondeterministic and/or parallel processes. Trees may arise by unfolding from con- 
crete (e.g. [15]) or abstract (e.g. [21]) transition systems. Trees resp. trees modulo 
bisimulation have been introduced and related to modal logic [2,9,19] and informa- 
tion systems [20]. Classes of trees have been endowed with a partial order [2,25] or 
a metric [6,12] in order to serve as a semantic domain for languages that allow for 
recursion. 
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the distinction between the various types 
of trees and to discuss their use as semantic domains. When modelling a particular 
language with trees one typically considers as semantic domain a class X which is a 
subclass of the class of trees factored by some notion of equivalence. In this context 
three issues are relevant: 
l Does the language allow for unbounded nondeterminism? 
l Does the language include recursion? 
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l Do we require the semantics to be fully abstract with respect to some transition 
system semantics and some notion of (bi-)simulation? 
In order to handle recursion, the standard procedure is to equip X with a partial 
order or a metric such that X becomes a cpo or a complete metric space. Then standard 
mathematical tools can be applied to define the meaning of programs in a canonical 
way. One first distinction that can be made is if the class X consists of ‘plain trees’ 
(i.e. rooted trees in the graph-theoretical sense where it is not abstracted from the 
names of the nodes) or of isomorphism classes of such plain trees (i.e. plain trees 
where it is abstracted from the names of the nodes). Winskels partial order [25] on 
the set Tree of plain trees yields a cpo. For semantic purposes, however, it does not 
make sense to distinguish between isomorphic trees, as the essential information is 
given by the structure of the plain tree and the labels of the edges. However, the 
lifting of Winskels partial order to the set TREE of isomorphism classes of plain trees 
(which we call trees) only yields a preorder which restricted to finitely branching trees 
is an incomplete partial order. If we want to use isomorphism classes of plain trees 
and order then one way is to work with TREEJ 4 which means the quotient space of 
TREE with respect to Milners simulation preorder < (see Lemma 5.7). If we want 
to use isomorphism classes of trees and metric then the natural distance on TREE 
yields a complete pseudo ultrametric space. A complete metric space can be obtained 
by restriction to the finitely branching trees or via factoring by -CUt (cut-bisimularity), 
see Section 4. 
Another characteristic feature of a class X of ‘trees’ is if and how it can be ‘de- 
fined’ via a recursive domain equation. A characterization of X as X E 9(X) for 
some ftmctor 9 helps for a better understanding of the type of trees which the ele- 
ments of X describe on one hand. On the other hand, such a representation is useful 
for the structural definition of semantic operators on X. In [7,23] bisimulation equiv- 
alence classes of finitely branching trees are characterized as final fixed points of suit- 
able endofunctors in SET. Domains of ‘tree-like elements’ are characterized in [6] by 
a domain equation in a metric setting and in [2] by a domain equation in a partial 
order setting. We extend these results and provide an analysis of the various types of 
trees as fixed points of suitable fimctors. We also give attention to full abstractness. In 
case the language to be modelled only admits finite nondeterminism both the metric 
and the partial order approach work well. For instance, [2] gives a denotational seman- 
tics for SCCS on a cpo D which is defined as the initial solution of an equation in 
the partial order setting and shows the full abstractness w.r.t. simulation (called partial 
bisimulation in [2]). Refs. [5,6] use the unique complete metric space M which solves 
a ‘contracting’ domain equation for metric spaces as semantic domain for a CCS-like 
language and obtain denotational semantics which are fully abstract w.r.t. bisimulation. 
Problems arise when the language admits unbounded nondeterminism. It turns out that 
in this case, semantic domains which are derived as the canonical solution (initial solu- 
tion in the cpo setting and unique solution in the metric setting) of a domain equation 
solved by the methods of [24] and [3,14,22] are not suitable to give fully abstract 
denotational semantics (see Section 6). 
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the basic definitions and no- 
tations. It presents the categories which we use in this paper and explains the notion 
‘tree’ as it is used in this paper. Section 3 deals with domain equations in SET, 
Sections 4 and 5 consider domain equations in the metric resp. partial order setting. In 
Section 6 we deal with domains of trees which are defined as the canonical solution 
of a domain equation solved by the methods of [24] in the partial order approach and 
the methods of [3,14,22] in the metric setting. We discuss the connection between 
Milner’s derivation trees and the tree-like domains of [2,6]. Section 7 summarizes our 
results concerning the use of the several types of trees as semantic domains. 
2. Basic definition and notations 
We suppose the reader to be familiar with basic notions of domain theory, metric 
spaces and the categorical methods of [3,14,22,24] to solve recursive domain equations 
in the partial order and metric setting. We briefly recall some basic notions of domain 
theory (Section 2.1) and the notions of an algebra, a coalgebra and a fixed point of 
a functor (Section 2.2). For further details about domain theory see e.g. [ 1, 1 1, 131. 
In Section 2.3 the categories and fimctors used in this paper are presented. Sections 
2.4 and 2.5 contain our notations concerning powerdomain and multiset constructions. 
Section 2.6 explains our notations concerning trees and recalls the definitions of bisim- 
ulation and simulation. In Section 2.7 we explain the notion full abstractness. 
2.1. Basic notions of domain theory 
If C is a preorder on a set D then we put for all x E D, X c D: xl = {y E D : y 5 
x}, x7 = {y E D :x C y}, Xl = U,,,xJ, XT = UXGxxt. A subset X of D is called 
leftclosed iff it is nonempty and xl C X for each x E X. X is called directed iff X 
is nonempty and for each pair (x, y) of elements in X there exists an upper bound z 
of x and y in X. X is called convex closed iff for all x, y E X, x C y: 
We use the notion cpo to denote a partially ordered set with a bottom element _!_ where 
each monotone sequence (x,) has a least upper bound (which is denoted by uxn). 
A function f : D + D’ where D, D’ are cpo’s is called continuous if f (Ux,,) = 
u f (xn) for each monotone sequence (x,) in D. f is called strict iff f (10) = ID{. By 
a dcpo we mean a partially ordered set with bottom element where each directed subset 
X has a least upper bound (denoted by UX). If D, D’ are dcpo’s and f : D -+ D’ is a 
function then f is called d-continuous iff f ( UX) = u f(X) for each directed subset 
X of D. A subset X of a dcpo D is called lub-closed iff U A E X for each directed 
subset A of X. X is called Scott-closed iff X is left- and lub-closed. An element 5 of a 
dcpo D is called compact (or finite or isolated) if 5 C UX where X is a directed subset 
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of D implies 5 L x for some n E X. X(D) denotes the set of compact elements of D. 
A dcpo D is called algebraic iff for each x E D the set 
is directed and x = u X(x). D is an o-algebraic dcpo iff D is an algebraic dcpo and 
X(D) countable. 
The Scott topology on a dcpo D is that topology on D whose closed sets are the 
empty set and the Scott-closed subsets of D. The Lawson topology on an algebraic 
dcpo D is the smallest topology on D which contains the sets 51‘ and D \ 51‘ where 
5 E x(D). 
The Hoare powerdomain (or lower powerdomain) of a dcpo D is 
YHoare(D) = {X C D :X Scott-closed} 
ordered by inclusion. 
Let D, D’ be cpo’s. An embedding projection pair D + D’ is a pair (e, p) of 
continuous functions e : D + D’ and p : D’ -+ D such that e o p C idD, and pee = ido. 
An embedding sequence of cpo’s is a sequence (Dn, z,,),,~o of cpo’s D, and embedding 
projection pairs 1, : D, --+ D,,+l. A SFP domain is a cpo D which is the inverse limit 
of an embedding sequence of finite cpo’s [ 181. The Plotkin powerdomain of a SFP 
domain D is given by: 
9 Plotkin = {X & D :X # 8, X Lawson-closed and convex closed} 
ordered by 
where & resp. Es is the Hoare resp. Smyth ordering: 
If D is an SFP domain then %n .,,(D) and Yplokin(D) are SFP domains and the 
compact elements are the left closure resp. the convex closure of finite subsets of 
x(D). 
2.2. Coalgebras, algebras and jxed points 
Let 9 be a category and % : %? --t V a functor. A coalgebra of % is a pair (X, e) 
consisting of an object X of V and a morphism e :X + %(X) in V. A coalgebra 
(X,e) of % is called final iff it is a final object in the category of all coalgebras, 
i.e. iff for each coalgebra (X’, e’) of % there exists a unique morphism f :X’ --+ X 
in V with %( f) o e’ = e o f. (Initial) algebras and (final) coalgebras are dual notions: 
An algebra of % is a pair (X,e) consisting of an object X of V and a morphism 
e : %(X) + X in @. An algebra (X, e) of % is called initial iff for each coalgebra 
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(X’, e’) of Y there exists a unique morphism f :X + X’ in V with f o e = e’ o F( f ). 
A fixed point of 9 is a coalgebra (X,e) of 9 such that e is an isomo~hism in V. 
A fixed point (X,e) of B is called final iff for each fixed point (X’, e’) of 9 there 
exists a unique morphism f :X’ + X in 9? with F(f) o e’ = e o f. A fixed point 
(X,e) of 3Y is called initial iff for each fixed point (X’,e’) of 9 there exists a unique 
morphism f :X -+ X’ in Q? with 9(f) o e = e’ o f. Final coalgebras of B are always 
final fixed points, initial algebras of 9 are always initial fixed points (see e.g. [22]). 
We often use the following cham~terization f final fixed points resp. coalgebras: 
Lemma 2.1. If (X,e) is a fixed point of B then (X,e) is a final jixed point (resp. 
a final coalgebra) if and only if for each fixed point (X’,e’) of 9 (resp. for each 
coalgebra (X’, e’) of 9) the operator 
A : Mor(X’,X) --+ Mor(X’,X), A(f)=e-‘oF(f)oe’ 
has a unique fixed point. Here Mor(X’,X) denotes the set of all morphisms X’ -+X 
in W. 
We say (X, e) is the unique fixed point of F iff (X, e) is a fixed of 9 and for each 
fixed point (X’, e’) of F there exists a unique isomorphism f :X -+ X’ in S?? with 
9(f) o e = e’ o f. If the underlying (iso-)morphism e of a coalgebra, algebra or fixed 
point is clear from the context we shortly write X instead of (X,e). 
2.3. The categories and functors used in this paper 
We use the following categories: 
SET 
PMS 
CPMS 
MS 
CMS 
PreO 
PO 
CPO 
CPOL 
DCPOL 
SFPJ_ 
category of sets and functions 
category of pseudo metric spaces and nonexpansive functions 
category of complete pseudo metric spaces and nonexp~sive unctions 
category of metric spaces and nonexpansive functions 
category of complete metric spaces and nonexpansive Ikctions 
category of preorders and monotone functions 
category of partial orders and monotone functions 
category of cpo’s and continuous unctions 
category of cpo’s and strict, continuous functions 
category of dcpo’s and strict, d-continuous functions 
category of SFP domains and strict, continuous fnnctions 
9 : PreO --+ PO is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor PO + PreO, i.e. the 
fimctor which assigns the associated partial order (which we get by identi~ing elements 
5, q with 5 L q and Q L t) to each preorder. 
$P : PMS --+ MS is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor MS + PMS, i.e. 
the functor which assigns the associated metric space (which we get by identifying 
elements of distance 0) to each pseudo metric space. More precisely: 
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Let (0, C) be a preorder then C f? L-’ is an equivalence relation on D. D/C 
denotes the set of equivalence classes, [t]c or shortly [<I the equivalence class of <. 
Then 
is a partial order on D/L. D/C is called the associated partial order of D. Let pp : D + 
D/L be the canonical function, i.e. PO(<) = [c]. D/5 has the following universal 
property: If f : D + E is a monotone function where E is a partial order then there 
exists a unique function F: D/G --+ E with F o pb = f. It is easy to see that F is 
monotone. Therefore we get: If D and E are preorders and f : D + E is monotone then 
there exists a unique (monotone) function [f ] : D/C + E/ L with [f ] o pD = pE o f. 
Hence we get a fnnctor 
$9: PreO + PO, (D, 5) ++ D/C, f - [fl, 
Lemma 2.2. If F : PreO + PreO is a functor which preserves projections and tf D is 
a fixed point of B then D/L is a jixed point of the functor 23 o 9 : PO + PO. More 
precisely: If e: D -+ 5(D) is an isomorphism in PreO then there exists a unique 
isomorphism cp :D/C + S(9(D/C)) in PO with 
‘pOPD= P”~bD)oe 
where p : 9(D) + %(9(D)) is the canonical projection. Here by a projection D -+ E 
we mean a surjective function f : D + E such that f(t) L f (v]) tf and only if 5 C n. 
Each pseudo metric space (M, d) induces in a natural way a metric space (&,z) 
(called the associated metric space of (M,d)) which we get by identifying elements 
<, q E M with d(<, n) = 0. Let t denote the equivalence class of i: E M. Then 
%>C) = 4&q) 
is a metric on k. Each non-expansive function f :M + N (where M, N are pseudo 
metric spaces) induces a non-expansive function 
Hence we have a functor P : PMS -+ MS, M ++ M, f +-+ 3. Since .%? preserves 
completeness 2 can also be considered as a functor CPMS ----f CMS. Similar to 
Lemma 2.2 we have: 
Lemma 2.3. If .F : CPMS + CPMS is a functor which preserves proj.ections (i.e. 
surjective and distance preserving functions) and M is a fixed point of 9 then M is 
a jixed point of X o 9lCMS + CMS. 
All domain equations of the further sections use the following fnnctor: 
& : SET + SET, XHAXX, f ++@.f) 
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where &‘( f ) is given by a( f )( (a, r)) = (a, f(r)) where A is a nonempty and count- 
able set. siz can be considered as an endo~ctor of PMS, CPM& MS and CM9 
where the underlying (pseudo) metric on &(M) is given by: 
4(K CL (&d> = 
&fm) if c1 = /I, 
1 
otherwise. 
Here & denotes the ~derlying (pseudo) metric of M. s9 can also be considered 
an endofunctor of PreO and PO where the partial order on a!(D) is given by: 
(c-%5) L (8911) :@ @=rPASLV 
We define do : CPO -+ CPO as follows: 
&l(D) = (1) UA x D 
as 
where the underlying partial order on L&L(D) is the unique extension of the partial 
order on -d(D) for which _L is the least element. The restriction of J&‘L on strict 
functions resp. SFP domains yields endofknctors of CPOL, DCPOL and SFPL. (Note 
that the restriction on SFPJ_ is possible since A is co~~ble.) 
2.4. Powerdomain constructions 
Y(X) is the powerset of X, PCO(X) the set of all countable subsets of X and 9&(X> 
the set of all finite subsets of X. If X is endowed with a topology then .cQ(X) denotes 
the set of all closed subsets of X, P&,(X) the set of all compact subsets of X. 
We consider 9$, and Ps, as endofimctors of PreO where we deal with the Hoare 
preorder CZH on Y&D) resp. 9$,,(D). 
If A4 is a pseudo metric space with d,+, < 1 then the Hausdorff-distance on P(M) is 
given by: 
4.K Y) = max 
i 
;E; 44(5, Y), SU;~&X) I 
and d(0,X) = &X,0) = 1, if X, Y # 0, and d(0,0) = 0. Here 
Dealing with the Hausdorff-distance the functors 9 and Pm turn into endofunctors of 
CPMS, Z+,, into an endofunctor of MS and PCpcl, PC,, into endofunctors of CMS. The 
completeness of k?%,(M) resp. .9&(M) where A4 is complete is shown in [8] resp. [lo]. 
Here the functions 9(f), 9$,(f), 9’sn( 
function .~P~t(f) is given by 
uF+ f(U) 
where 7 denotes the closure of V. 
f> and Rd f ) are given by U H f(U). The 
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Multisets 
multiset over a set X denotes an equivalence class of a countable family (ti)iEI 
X. Here two families (ci)igI and (~j)i~~ are equivalent 8 there exists a bijection 
CJ : I + J with ci = ‘lo(i) for all i E I. The equivalence class of (ci)igI is denoted by 
{1ri : i E 11). A multiset is called finite iff it can be represented by a finite family over 
A. J&,,(X) denotes the set of all multisets over X, As,(X) the subset of all finite 
multisets over X. If f : Xl --f X2 is a function then we define: 
J&(f) : J&G1 1 4 =4&G-21, df(f)(415i : i E ZIP> = {lf(5i> : i E ZIP, 
Jffinu-1 = J&o(f) I ~fi”GG > -+ ~finw2). 
Hence we have functors J%&, &s,, : SET + SET. The functors JU and Jlils, can be 
considered as endofunctors of CPMS resp. CMS where the underlying distance d on 
k&(M) resp. .A!h,(M) is given by: 
d({l&:i E Z]),{lVj:_Z E JI)>= inf 
1 
suP&(5i,rz(i)):z E UI,J) 
iEI 1 
with inf 0 = 1. Here dM denotes the underlying metric on M, and T(Z, J) the set of 
bijective functions Z + J. If (D, L) is a preorder then C induces a preorder (also 
denoted by [r) on &Y&D) and &s,(D): 
{/C : i E ZIP C {[Y/j :j E JI] H 3 :I + J injective with C r q%(i) for all i E I. 
Then Jz’fi,, can be 
endofunctor of PreO. 
2.6. Trees 
considered as an endofunctor of PreO or PO and J$,, as an 
Our notion of a plain tree is closely related to a synchronisation tree in the sense 
of Winskel [25]. We use the notion tree to denote a derivation tree a la Milner [15]‘. 
Formally: 
In the following A is a nonempty countable set of actions. A plain tree (over A) 
is a tuple t = (N,E, I, vo) consisting of a set N of nodes, a set E SN x N of edges, 
a labelling function I : E + A and a node va E N such that (N, E) is a tree with root 
vo in the graphtheoretical sense, i.e. (N,E) is a directed graph where for each node 
v E N there exists a unique path from the root us to v. The depth of a node v E N 
(i.e. the length of the (unique) path from the root to v) is denoted by depth,(v) or 
shortly depth(v). We write 
’ Milner’s derivation trees can be considered as trees in our sense where we ignore Milners labelling of the 
nodes by processes. 
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to denote that u, w are nodes of t and (u, w) an edge in t which is labelled by ~1. If 
v E N then t r v is the plain tree with root v which consists of all successors of v. 
The height of t, denoted by height(t), is the length of a longest path in t. 
If t = (N,E, 1, ug) and t’ are plain trees then we write t’ = t [IV’ to denote that N’ 
is a nonempty predecessor-closed subset of N and t’ = (N’,E n N’ x N’, Z/E’, 00). The 
n-cut of a plain tree t = (N, E, I, ~10) is the plain tree t[n] = t 1 N[n] where 
N[n] = {u E N : depth,(u)<n}. 
In order to ensure that the collection of all plain trees is a set we have to make an 
assumption about the nodes: We require that the names of the nodes belong to some 
fixed set Nodes. Using plain trees as semantic domain the sons of a node v represent 
the nondeterministic alternatives in the state represented by u. Since we may assume 
that the set of alternatives is recursive we only deal with countable branching plain 
trees. 
Dealing with trees as semantic domain we are not interested in the names of the 
nodes. Hence we deal with isomorphism classes of plain trees. By an isomorphism 
tl + t2 of plain trees tl, t2 we mean a bijection f : Ni + N2 with f (ul) = v2 and 
Two plain trees tl, tz are called isomorphic (denoted by tl 21 t2) iff there exists an 
isomorphism from tl to tz. A tree is an isomorphism class of a plain tree. T_L denotes 
the isomorphism class of ({ OO}, 8,8, ~0). If T = [t& is a tree then we put height(T) = 
height(t) and T[n] = [t[n]],. 
Notation 2.4. Tree denotes the set of all plain trees, Treec,, the subset of all finitely 
branching plain trees. TREE = Tree/z denotes the set of trees, TREEc, = Treeh,/? 
the set of finitely branching trees. 
If I is a countable indexing set and (z)iEI a family of trees then CiG1 Ti or shortly 
C 7; denotes the tree which we get by joining the trees Ti at the root, i.e. we choose 
representatives ti = (Ni, Ei, I,, ~0) of Ti such that Ni n Nj = (~0) for all i # j and then 
we take the union. In the case I = (?I we put c Ti = T_L. If I = {ii, iz} then we write 
Ti, + Ti, instead of c Ti. If a E A and T is a tree then a. T denotes the tree which we 
get by adding a new root vb and an edge (t&, ~0) labelled by c1 where us is the root 
of T. Then each tree T can be written as 
T = CUi.z 
iEI 
where I is countable, Cli E A and trees 7;:. We write Tl -% T2 to denote that Tl can be 
written as T, = ct. T2 + S for some tree S. 
Two trees T, T’ are called cut-isomorphic (denoted by T eCut T’) iff all their n-cuts 
are the same, i.e. T[n] = T’[n] for all n20. 
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We use the notion of a (bi-)simulation as in [ 15, 171: A bisimulation (on TREE) is 
a binary relation R C TREE x TREE such that for all (T,, T2) E R: 
(i) If TI 5 SI then TX -% S2 for some S2 E TREE with (Si,&) E R. 
(ii) If T2 % S, then TI 3 5’1 for some Si E TREE with (Si,&) E R. 
Two trees T,, T2 are called bisimilar (denoted by T, N T2) iff there exists a bisimulation 
R with (T,, T2) E R. 
A simulation (on TREE) is a relation R C TREEx TREE such that for all (T,, T2) E 
R: If TI $ SI then T2 -% S2 for some S2 E TREE with (Si, S2) E R. 4 denotes Milners 
simulation preorder, i.e. TI 6 T2 iff there exists a simulation which contains (TI, T2). 
As in [12] we consider a weaker version of bisimulation: Two trees Tl and T2 are 
called cut-bisimilar (denoted by TI NCUt T2) iff Tl[n] - Tz[n] for all n 20. Similarly 
we define: TI <cut T2 iff Tl [n] < T2[n] for all n 20. 
- and mCUt are equivalence relations on TREE, $ and +ut preorders on TREE. It 
is clear that every bisimulation is at the same time a simulation. Hence T - S implies 
T $ S and T NCUt S implies T +,t S. Simulation equivalence < n 4-l does not agree 
with bisimulation equivalence. For instance, the trees a. B. T_L and ~1. Tl + a .fi. T, are 
simulation equivalent but not bisimilar. Bisimilarity and also (cut-)isomorphism implies 
cut-bisimilarity. The trees 
T = c ai.TL, S-TfT, 
i>l 
(where T, is the tree consisting of an infinite a-path, i.e. the tree which is represented 
by(No,E,a,O)whereE={(i,i+l):i>O}) are cut-isomorphic and hence cut-bisimilar 
but not bisimilar (since S may perform a infinitely often whereas T cannot). Similarly: 
T, 4 T, implies T, <cut T2 but not vice versa. For instance the trees T and S of above 
fulfill S $cut T but S+ T. In the case where one deals with image-finite trees, i.e. trees 
where for each node v and action a there are at most finitely many outgoing edges 
from v labelled by CI, yCUt is equality, the equivalences - and NCUt are the same and 
also $ and =& are the same. We only need the special case of finitely branching 
trees: 
Lemma 2.5. If T and S are finitely branching then: 
(a) T =CUt S ifs T = S 
(b) T-cut SiffT-S 
(c) T <cut S ifsT<S 
2.7. Full abstractness 
In the following sections we speak about denotational semantics without considering 
a specific language. We suppose a language 9 like CCS or CSP with recursion and 
nondeterministic choice either in the form of a binary operator + or in the form of an 
operator C for modelling unbounded nondetenninism where the set of nondeterministic 
alternatives (the indexing set of the summation) is assumed to be countable. In addition 
we suppose an operational semantics 0 for 3’ based on transition systems. For each 
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program P of 9’: tree(P) denotes the derivation tree of P g la Milner, i.e. those 
element of TREE which arises by unfolding from the transition system O(P). Dealing 
with a language without unbounded nondeterminsim only finitely branching trees are 
in the range of the derivation tree semantics. A semantics 9 : 2 -+ X is called fully 
abstract w.r.t. bisimulation iff 
9(P) = 9(Q) @ tree(P) N tree(Q). 
If X is equipped with a partial order LX then a semantics 9 : 2’ + X is called fully 
abstract w.r.t. simulation iff 
9(P) C, 9(Q) H tree(P) < tree(Q). 
Similarly full abstractness w.r.t. other equivalence relations (e.g. cut-bisimulation) or 
preorders (e.g. cut-simulation) on trees is defined. Full abstractness w.r.t. the derivation 
tree semantics means full abstractness w.r.t. equality, i.e. 9(P) = 9(Q) iff tree(P) = 
tree(Q). 
If X is a set and R a relation on X then XJR denotes the set of equivalence classes 
w.r.t. the smallest equivalence relation =R which contains R. If x E X then [X]R denotes 
the equivalence class of x w.r.t. =R. Speaking about a denotational semantics 9 on 
a domain X of the form X_ = Z/R where Z is a subset of TREE and R a relation 
on trees we always suppose a consistency result of the form 9(P) = [tree(P)]R. For 
X to be of the form X = Z/R we say X is fully abstract w.r.t. (bi-)simulation iff the 
semantics P H [tree(P)]R is it where we assume that all trees 2’ E Z are in the range 
of the derivation tree semantics. 
3. Domain equations for trees in the category SET 
In [7,23] bisimulation equivalence classes of finitely branching trees are characterized 
as final coalgebras of the functor 9h,(A x *) in SET. In this section we extend this 
result and show that also TREE, TREEc, and TREE/- are final coalgebras (and 
hence final fixed points) of suitable endofunctors in SET. Having a transition system 
based (operational) semantics for a language like CCS the finality ensures the existence 
of ‘final tree semantics’ on TREE and a ‘final bisimulation semantics’ on TREE/- 
in the sense of [22]. 
The following lemma contains the basic result which we use to show the finality of 
several domains of trees: 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a set. For each 5 E X let Z(t) be a countable indexing set 
and (cr(i, t), ~(5, i))iEI(c) a family over A XX. Let (T~)~,Jx be a family of trees. Then 
the function 
@: (X --t TREE) + (X --+ TREE), @(h)(5) = Tt + C a(&i).h(o(&i)) 
iEI(5) 
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has a unique jixed point f :X + TREE. CD induces a function @” on bisimulation 
classes of trees: 
@” : (X --+ TREE/-) + (X --+ TREE/-), @“(W(5) = [@@)(Ol- 
where H :X -+ TREE/- and h :X --f TREE are functions with H(5) = [h(r)lN for 
all 5 E X. Then 
F :X + TREE/-, F(t) = Lf-(5>1-- 
is the unique jixed point of CD”. 
Proof. First we sketch the proof for the existence of a unique fixed point of @. In the 
part where the existence of the function f is shown we use Winskel’s partial order on 
plain trees [25] and Tarski’s fixed point theorem. In [4] an alternative proof for the 
existence of f is given which does not use any additional structure like partial order. 
Existence: Let tc be a fixed plain tree which represents Tt. Then 
Y : (X -+ Tree) + (X + Tree) 
Vl)(O = t5 + C 44, W(4L i)) 
iW5) 
is a continuous self-mapping of the cpo X + Tree (cf. Section 5). Here X + Tree is 
endowed with the partial order 
where C means Winskels partial order on Tree. Let 1 :X --f Tree be the least fixed 
point of Y (Tarski’s fixed point theorem) and let f :X + TREE be given by f (0 = 
[401-. Then 
@(f )(O = Tt + C 45,Q.f (45, i)) = FW)(~& = [%5& = f (5). 
iEI(O 
I.e. f is a fixed point of @. 
Uniqueness: Let %3 denote the set of functions q : (X + TREE) + TREE of the 
form 
where T E TREE and Z is a countable indexing set (possibly empty) and (ai, ti)iEI a 
family in A x X. 
Let f and f’ be fixed points of @ and 5 E X. We have to show that f (0 = f ‘(0, 
i.e. t N t’ where t and t’ are plain trees which represent f ({) resp. f ‘(5). It can be 
shown by induction on n that there exists isomorphisms g,, : t[n] -+ t’[n] and for each 
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node u in t[n] a function ~0, E %’ such that for all nodes u in t[n]: 
(i) go = g&v) for all OGkdn 
(ii) Et r & = q~df) and P’ T gnC~)lN = uldf’) 
In the basis of induction we use the fact that cp = P.@(h)(<) belongs to ‘3 and 
that t = t r ug resp. t’ = t’ 7 VI, are respresentatives of the trees f(l) = (17(f) resp. 
f’(t) = cp( f’). Here ~0 resp. uh means the root of t resp. t’. Because of condition 
(i) the isomo~hisms gn : t[n] --+ t’[n] can be composed to an isomorphisms g : t + t’. 
Hence we get t N t’. 
Now we show the existence of a unique fixed point of @” : It is clear that the 
function F :X --+ TREE/-, F(5) = [f([)J.,, is a fixed point of P’. If F’ is also a 
fixed point of @” then there exists f’ :X --+ TREE with F’(r) = [f’(r)lN. Now we 
have to show that f - f’ (i.e. f(5) - f’(t) for all 5 f X). We only make use of 
the fact that f N @(‘lf) (instead of f = e(f)). 
If f(r) -f: S then (since f (5) - @(f)(t)) there exists a tree T with S N T and 
l either Tt -% T 
l or a = a(<,i) and T = f(a(&i)) for some i E 1(c). 
In the first case: f’(r) N @(f’)(t) 5 T. Hence f’(5) -% 1”’ for some T’ N T. In 
the second case: 
f’(5) +-I @(f’)(5) 5 f’mm 
Hence f’(g) d T’ for some T’ N f’(a( {, i)). In both cases S N T’. By symmetry we 
get that f(5) N f’(5). a 
Trees can be characterized as final solutions of a domain equation in SET using a 
multiset construction: 
Definition 3.2. Let p, pfin be given by: 
p : TREE ---* k&(A x TREE), 
pfin = P 1 TREEfin + Afin (A x TR&i, ) 
Hence (TREE, p) is a coalgebra of A$ od, (TRE&,, pfi,,) a coalgebra of Afin 0.~~2. 
We show the finality: 
Lemma 3.3. If e :X + _&‘&A x X) is a function then there exists a unique function 
f :X--+ TREE 
with dl,(aZ(f)) 0 e = p 0 f. 
Proof. Let X be a set and e : X -P _&‘&A xX) a function. For each 5 EX there exists 
a countable indexing set I(<) and a family (a(i, {), o(i, c))iE~tr, in A x X such that 
40 = 41 (a(& 5)14i, 0) : f E ill. 
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Let @ : (X + TREE) + (X -+ TREE) be given by: 
By Lemma 3.1 @ has a unique fixed point. For all functions h :X + TREE we have: 
I.e. @(A) = p-l o A&&‘(h)) o e. Then the unique fixed point f of @ is the unique 
function X -+ TREE with 4&d(f)) o e = p o f. In particular (TREE, p) is a final 
fixed point of A%‘~ o d. 0 
Theorem 3.4. TREE is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the final jixed point) of the 
functor 
TREEfin is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the final jixed point) of the functor 
dfin o d : SET -+ SET, 
Proof. The first part follows immediately by Lemma 3.3. If e’ :X + As,,@ x X) is 
a function then e’ can be considered as a function X + Ji’&A x X). Hence there 
exists a unique function f :X -+ Tree with A$(.&‘( f )) 0 e’ = p 0 f. The indexing 
sets Z(t) in the construction of f are finite. Hence f is a mapping X --+ TREEc, 
satisfying A!fin(&( f )) 0 e’ = pfi, 0 f. If f’ :X + TREEfi, is also a function with 
As,(d( f’)) o e’ = pfin o f’ then f’ considered as a mnction X -+ TREE fulfills 
&,,(&‘(f))oe’=pof’and hence f = f’. 0 
Bisimulation equivalence classes of trees can be characterized as final solutions of 
a domain equation in SET involving the powerset functors $,,(.) resp. Psn(.). The 
finality of TREEe,/- as a coalgebra of 96, o d was already shown by [7,23]. Here 
we get this result as a corollary of the characterization of TREE/- as a final coalgebra 
of PU 0 d. 
Definition 3.5. We put: 
n:TREE/- -+ 9,&A x TREE/-), 
n([T]w) = {(a, [T’]N) : T 5 T’} 
It is easy to see that rc is well-defined. Hence (TREE/--, n) is a coalgebra of Pm 0 d 
as an endofimctor of SET. 
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Theorem 3.6. TREE/- is the final colgebra (and hence the jinal jxed point) of the 
functor 
9’<,, o LX? :SET + SET. 
Proof. Let X be a set and E :X + !Yu(A x X) a function. For each t E X there exists 
a countable indexing set I( 5) and a family (a(& <), a(i, g))i,,(r, in A x X such that 
E(t) = {@(i, O,o(i, 5)) : i E r(O). 
Let @ be as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 and let f :X + TREE be the unique fixed 
point of @. Then by Lemma 3.1: The function F :X + TREE/--, F( 5) = [f(r)],._ is 
the unique fixed point of the operator 
@” : (X + TREE/-) -+ (X + TREE/-), @‘-(H)(5) = [W)(OL 
where [h(<)],._ = H(r) for all 5 E X. Then P’(H) = z-l o P&&‘(H)) o E. Hence F 
is the unique function X -+ TREE/- with 9’&&(F)) o E = 7~ oF. 0 
By Theorem 3.6: For each function E :X + $&4 x X) there exists a unique 
function F :X + TREEh,/- with 9&(&‘(F)) o E = J-c~, oF. Here 
rcfi, : TREEfi,/- --f %i,(A x TREEfin/-), ?&(9-) = n(Y). 
This is because E can be considered as the function X + Y&A x X). Hence we get 
a unique function F :X -+ TREE/- with $,,(&(F)) o E = 71 o F. The construction 
of F shows that F can be restricted to a function F’ :X + TREEh, J- satisfying 
Y~,(&‘(F’)) o E = qn o F’. The uniqueness of F implies the uniqueness of F’. Hence 
Theorem 3.6 implies the result of [7,23]: 
TREEc, J- is the final colgebra of the functor 9’s,, o A@’ : SET + SET. 
Remark 3.7. There do exist other fixed points of Jkt, o d, As, o &‘, 9: o & and 
9’s,, o ~4 in SET: The restriction of p, ps,,, 71 resp. rcs,, to trees of finite height are 
bijective mappings thus yielding additional fixed points. 
The finality in SET ensures the existence of final semantics in the sense of [22]: 
Having an operational semantics P H O(P) based on countably branching transition 
systems where the states of O(P) are programs of the language 9 then 0 induce 
coalgebras of A& o d and 9% o & : Let e : 9 +&!~(A~.9)andE:~+~~(Ax2’) 
be given by: 
e(P) = 4l(a, Q) :ZJ 5 Ql), E(P) = {(c~Q,:p 5 Q) 
where -+ denotes the underlying transition relation. The final semantics on TREE resp. 
TREE/- are the unique mappings f : 2’ + TREE and F : 9 + TREE/- satisfying 
Jk(~(f))oe = pof, Y&sZ(F)) o E = 7~ oF. 
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The final semantics f on TREE coincides with the derivation tree semantics P H 
tree(P) which one gets by unfolding the transition systems O(P). As we saw in the 
proof of Theorem 3.6, the final semantics F on TREE/- fulfills 
F(P) = [f(P)],_ = [tree(P)]_ 
In the finitely branching case, f can be restricted to a function 9 + TREEfin which is 
the final semantics on TREEe, and similary FIY -+ TREEfin/- is the final semantics 
on TREEc, /-. 
The usual way to define a denotational semantics on a semantic domain X is to 
define a metric or partial order on X which turns X into a complete metric space resp. 
a cpo and using the fixed point theorems of Banach resp. Tarski to define the meaning 
of recursive programs as the unique resp. least fixed point of a suitable operator on X. 
In the next two sections we consider trees equipped with a distance (Section 4) and 
trees equipped with an order (Section 5). 
4. Trees and metric 
Various authors, e.g. [5,6,12,16], have proposed a metric setting for trees. In this 
section we consider trees and their bisimulation equivalence classes endowed with a 
distance. We show that the finality in SET (Theorems 3.4 and 3.6) carries over to 
the distance-enriched case. The connection between Milners derivation trees and the 
tree-like elements of the domain considered in [6] is discussed in [ 121 (see Section 6). 
First we summarize the results of [4] concerning domain equations for trees endowed 
with a distance: TREE resp. TREE/- endowed with the distance 
d(Ti, r,) = inf 
1 
P : TI [nl = T2[nl 
~“([TI],, [T&) = inf & : Tl[n] N T2[n] 
are complete pseudo ultrametric spaces. d and d” are not metrics since the distance 
of cut-isomorphic trees and the distance of the bisimulation equivalence classes of 
cut-bisimilar trees is 0. The restriction to finitely branching trees yields metric spaces: 
TREEh, as a complete ultrametric space and TREEfi,/w as an incomplete ultrametric 
space. The reason for the incompleteness of TREEe,/- is that the Cauchy sequence 
of the bisimulation equivalence classes of the trees C:=, $.TL does not have a limit 
in TREEc, /-. TREEjqut is the associated metric space of TREE, TREEjwcut the 
associated metric space of TREE/- (see Section 2.3). 
Since in the finitely branching case cut-isomorphism is equality and cut-bisimulation 
agrees with bisimulation we get, in the absence of unbounded nondeterminism: The 
use of the complete metric spaces TREEh, and TREE/N,,~ as denotational models 
yield semantics which coincide with Milners derivation tree semantics. Dealing with 
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TREEI-+ut or the metric completion of TREEh, f- as semantic domains one obtains 
denotational semantics which are fully abstract w.r.t. bisimulation. 
Theorem 4.1. TREE is the final jixed point of the jiinctor Am 0 sd: PMS + PMS 
and hence also of 
k!w 0 d : CPMS + CPMS. 
TREE/-,,, is the unique jixed point (and the initial algebra and jinal coalgebra) of 
the functor 
~o~~od:cMs~cMs. 
TREEh, is the unique jixed point (and the initial algebra and jinal coalgebra) of the 
functor 
and the jinal jixed point of the functor &fin o d as an endofunctor of MS. 
Proof. It is easy to see that X o A$, o J&’ and A?fi,, o JZ? are locally contracting endo- 
fnnctors of CMS in the sense of [22]. Hence they have unique fixed points which are 
at the same time the initial algebra and the final coalgebra (see [22]). 
p is distance preserving. Here we use the formula: 
where inf 0 = 1. Recall that T(I,J) denotes the set of bijections I + J. 
Then (by Theorem 3.4) p and PC,, are distance preserving bijections, i.e. isometries. 
Hence (TREE, ,u) is a fixed point of A& o d as an endofnnctor of CPMS and PMS 
and (TREEh,, p~fi,,) a fixed point .A’h,, o d as an endofirnctor of CMS and MS. In 
order to see that TREEIE,,,~ is a fixed point of Z o A$ o &’ we use Lemma 2.3. 
Now we show the finality of (TREE, p) as a fixed point of A&, o G? : PMS -+ PMS. 
(This implies the finality in CPMS.) 
Let M be a pseudo metric space, e :A4 -+ Jle,(A x M) an isometry and f :M --+ 
TREE the unique function with A%$(&( f)) o e = p o f. The existence of f follows 
by Theorem 3.4. We have to show that f is non-expansive. Since e is an isometry we 
get that dM(& q) E (0, 1, i, $, . . .} for all 4, n E M. It can be be shown by induction 
on n: 
Ifdd5,r)~V” then d(f(&f(v))GW”. 
Here we have to use the fact that f = ,L- 1 o &&,(_&(f)) o e and the formula of above. 
We conclude that d( f(Q,f(q)) <dM(t, q) for all t,q E M. I.e. f is non-expansive. 
Similarly, the finality of (TREEc,, ,u~fi,,) as a fixed point of .&fin 0 d : MS + MS 
can be shown. 0 
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Theorem 4.2. TREE/- is the jinal jixed point of the functor Pm o d : PMS + PMS 
and hence also of 
.CYm 0 d : CPMS + CPMS. 
TREE/--a is the unique fixed point (and the initial algebra and jinal coalgebra) of 
the functor 
TREEh, /- is the jinal jixed point of the functor s?%, o d : MS -+ MS. 
Proof. n and rcsn are distance preserving. Hence rc and 7th” are isometries and by 
Theorem 3.6: (TREE/-,n) is a fixed point of 9$,, o d as an endoftmctor of CPMS 
and PMS, ( TREEc, /-, rchn) a fixed point of Ps,, o d as an endomnctor of MS. The 
finality can be shown similary as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
By Lemma 2.3 we get that the associated metric space TREE/wcut of TREE/- is 
a fixed point of $f? o Pm o d4. The fimctor 2 o Pm o d is an endofimctor of CMS 
which is locally contracting in the sense of [22] and hence has a unique fixed point 
which is at the same time the initial algebra and the final coalgebra. 0 
In the proof of the finality of TREE as a fixed point of Jke, o & : CPMS --f CPMS 
it is essential to require that the function e :A4 + A’&4 x M) is an isometry (and 
not only a nonexpansive function). Hence, whereas the finality of TREE as a fixed 
point of A$ o d : CPMS -+ CPMS can be established we do not get the finality as 
a coalgebra. The same holds for TREE/- instead of TREE. Whereas in PMS there 
exist other fixed points (see Remark 3.7) it is an open problem if there exist other 
fixed points in CPMS of A%‘, o d and 9’:, o d. 
5. Trees and partial order 
Various authors have proposed a partial order setting for trees. For instance [25] 
gives a denotational semantics for CC’S on a cpo of plain trees. [2] uses the initial 
solution of a domain equation solved by the methods of [24] as semantic domain 
for a denotational partial order semantics for SCCS. In this section we show that 
the partial order of Winskel [25] yields a preorder E on TREE whose lifting on 
bisimulation equivalence classes of trees coincides with the simulation preorder <. We 
characterize trees endowed with the preorder & and bisimulation equivalence classes 
of trees endowed with the simulation preorder as final solutions of suitable domain 
equations. In addition we give characteristic domain equations for (cut-)simulation 
equivalence classes of trees (the domains TREE/< and TREE/+,). In contrast to 
the equation for TREE/=$ the equation for TREE/=& can be solved by the methods 
of [24] thus yielding the initiality and finality of TREE/<,,,. The connection to the 
domain of [2] is discussed in Section 6. 
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Winskels partial order on plain trees [25] is given by: 
t’ L t :($ w’ : t’ = t [Iv’ 
[25] has shown that 5 is a partial order on Tree which turns Tree into a cpo whose 
bottom element is the plain tree tl = ({ug}, 0,0, vg). 
Definition 5.1. If Tl, TZ E TREE then we define: 
Tl 5 Tz :H There exist representatives ti of Ti with tl L t2. 
It is easy to see that 5 is a preorder on TREE with bottom element T_L = [t& 
and that T L T’ if and only if for all representatives t and t’ of T resp. T’ there exists 
an embedding f : t + t’, i.e. an injective function f : N --f N’ with f(us) = us such 
that for all nodes v, w in t: 
Here we assume that N resp. N’ is the set of nodes of t resp. t’. The next lemma 
shows that Milners simulation preorder 6 is the lifting of E on bisimulation equivalence 
classes of trees. 
Lemma 5.2. Let T, S E TREE. Then T $ S if and only if there exist trees T’, S’ 
with T N T’, S N S’ and T’ C S’. 
Proof. Let a be given by: T g S iff there exist trees T’, S’ with T - T’, S N S’ and 
T’ L S’. We have to show that a = <. It is easy to see that 4 is a simulation. Hence 
9 c 5 . Now we show that 4 > < . For each pair (T, T’) with T 4 T’ let 
B(T, T’) = (ai, Ti, q’)>i,~ 
be a family over A x TREE x TREE such that: 
T = CCri.I;, T’ -% T;, c < T; 
iEI 
Let @ : ( 6 + TREE) + ( $ + TREE) be given by: 
@( f)( T, T’) = 2” + C ai.f( Ti, 2’:) 
iEI 
where B(T, T’) = (ai. I;:, T[)ier. @ has a unique fixed point f : < + TREE (Lemma 
3.1). Then 
f (zgi.CpT') = T’+Cai.f(Ti,T,‘) 
iEI 
where T’ 4 T/ and T, =g T/. It is easy to see that 
N u {(f (T, T’), T’) : T < T’} 
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is a bisimulation and that T C f(T, T’) for all T < T’. Hence: If T < T’ then 
T c f(T, T’) N T’. 
Therefore T a T’. 0 
Lemma 5.3. (TREEh,, _C) is an incomplete partial order. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the restriction of 5 on finitely 
order. The monotone sequence (T,),,> I where 
branching trees is a partial 
T,, = k cii.TL 
i=l 
does not have an upper bound in TREEfin. 0 
Lemma 5.4. C and < are preorders on TREE but not partial orders. 
Proof. We consider the trees 
S=&. 
( ) 
5a.T~ , S’=S+‘& 2r.T~ . 
i=l j=l i=l 
(’ ) 
j=l 
Then S c S’ and S’ C S but S # S’. In particular we have S@’ and S’=$. 0 
One might suppose that < as a preorder on bisimulation equivalence classes of trees 
[Tllw < V2lm :@ Tl < T2 
is a partial order. This is wrong since simulation equivalence < rl 6-l does not agree 
with bisimulation equivalence. Consider the trees S and S’ in the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
Then [S], < [S’], and [S’], $ [S], but S # S’. Also the restriction of 4 to finitely 
branching trees is not a partial order: Let T = a ./I. T_L and S = 01. T_L + T. Then 
[TIN < [S],, [S], d [TIN and T $ S. 
The following theorem shows that the characterizations of trees and bisimulation 
equivalence classes of trees in SET (Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6) carry over to 
the order-enriched case. Here we suppose that TREE and TREEh, are endowed with 
the preorder 5 and that TREE/- and TREEc,,/- are endowed with the simulation 
preorder < . 
Theorem 5.5. TREE is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the jinal jixed point) of 
Jle, 0 6zl: PreO + PreO. 
TREEe, is the final coalgebra (and hence the jinal jixed point) of 
Afin 0 & : PreO -+ PreO 
and also of A’hn o _c¶ : PO -+ PO. 
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TREEJ- is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the $nal jixed point) of 
Yw 0 22 : PreO 3 PreO. 
TREEh, /- is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the final jixed point) of 
Yfi, 0 ._& :PreO + PreO. 
Proof. $ is the largest binary relation on TREE such that for all T 6 S: If T -$ T’ 
then S -% S’ for some S’ with T’ 4 S’. Hence for all 5, Y E TREE/-: 
Recall that the partial order =& on .~Q&‘(TREE/N)) is the Hoare preorder: If n and 
y are countable subsets of d( TREE/-) then x=&y iff for each (a, Y) E x there exists 
an Y E TREE/- with Y % Y and (a, Y) E y. It is easy to see that also 
T C S ++ P(T) !G P(S) 
for all T, S E TREE. We conclude: (TREE,p) is a fixed point of ,le, o r;4: PreO -+ 
PreO, (TREEf,,, p~fi,,) a fixed point of As,, o d as an endofunctor of PO and also as 
an endofimctor of PreO. (TREE/-, n) is a fixed point of Pm o d : PreO -+ PreO and 
(TREEfin I-, nfin ) a fixed point of PU o d : PreO -+ PreO. We show the finality: 
Claim 1: Let (D, &) be a preorder. Then: 
(a) If e : D + A’&,4 x D) is a monotone function then there exists a unique monotone 
function f : D -+ TREE with 
J&J4f))oe=pof. 
(b) If E : D -+ LY~(A xD) is a monotone function then there exists a unique monotone 
function F : D -+ TREE/- with 
Y&&(F)) o E = 71 o F. 
Proof Because of the results of Section 3 we only have to show the monotonicity 
of the unique functions f : D -+ TREE resp. F : D --+ TREE/- with JG?&zz!( f ))oe = 
p of resp. gw(&‘(F)) o E = 710 F. 
For each 5 E D let 1(t) a countable indexing set and let 
((44 046 0) )i~(5) 
be a family in A x D such that 
e(5) = 41(4i, 0, o(i, 0) : i E GOI). 
As shown in the proof of Lemma 3.3: f : D + TREE is the unique fixed point of the 
function 
@ : (D + TREE) + (D -+ TREE), 
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For each 5 E D let tt = (NC, Et, l~,u~) be a representative of 
For each pair (<,q) E D x D with 4 5 rl there exists an injective function ~(5,~) :Z(<) -+ 
Z(q) with a(i, e) = a(z(c,,)(i),q) and a(i, 5) C a(z(r,,)(i),q). By induction on n it can 
be shown that for all 4 C 9 there exist embeddings 
such that Y;~,,J”) = YE,,,) (v) for all u E Ng[m] and O<m <n. Then 
Y(5Jl) : tr + 4, ~(t,du) = $t,,J”) if u E Ndnl, 
is well-defined and an embedding. I.e. tt & tq. Hence f(t) L f(r). 
In an analogous way it can be shown that the monotonicity of E implies the mono- 
tonicity of F. Here we have to deal with simulations R(g,tl) (on plain trees) instead of 
embeddings y(r,,,) : tc + tv. (End of the proof of the claim 1). 
It is clear that the result of Claim 1 carries over to the finitely branching case (where 
we deal with monotone fimctions e : D -+ Jlth,(A x D) and E : D -+ 9&(A x D)) and get 
the existence of unique monotone functions f : D + TREEfi, resp. F : D -+ TREEh,/- 
with A!r,,(&(f)) o e = pr,,, o f resp. 9+,,(d(F)) o E = q,, o F. 0 
Next we consider the associated partial orders TREE/C, TREE/< and TREE/<,. 
Whereas TREE/C is an incomplete partial order (Lemma 5.6), TREE/< is a cpo 
and hence can be used to give denotational semantics which are fully abstract w.r.t. 
simulation (Lemma 5.7). It is an open problem whether TREE/< is a dcpo (which 
would be only of theoretical interest since for semantic purposes the o-completeness 
is sufficient). In Theorem 5.8 we derive characteristic domain equations for TREE/C 
and TREEJ< from those of TREE and TREE/- (Theorem 5.5). Theorem 5.10 shows 
that TREE/=& is a SFP domain which can be characterized as the initial and final 
solution of an equation that can be solved by the methods of [24]. 
Lemma 5.6. TREE/S is an incomplete partial order. 
Proof. Consider the monotone sequence 
Let 
T = 5 a’.T_i, S = lim T, 
i=l n--+cc 
(where we take the limit in the complete metric space TREEh,,). Then Y = [TIE and _ 
9’ = [S]E are upper bounds of (&). We assume that %! = u Yn exists. Let @ = [U]E. 
Then U C S. Since all lower bounds of S are either T_L or T,, for some n 2 1 or S 
we conclude that U = S. This contradicts U C_ T since T does not contain an infinite 
path. 0 
(Y,,)nai where Ya = [T& and T,, = an.TL. 
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Lemma 5.7. TREE/< and TREE/=&, are cpo’s. 
Proof. It is clear that [Tl], is the bottom element of TREE/=+ If ([Tn]q)nbi is a 
monotone sequence in TREE/=$ and T = C n2 1 T,, then it is easy to see that [T], is 
the least upper bound of ([T& ). The argumentation for TREE/+,, is similar. 0 
Theorem 5.8. TREEfC is the jinal coalgebra (and hence the jnal fixed point) of 
TREE/< is the final coalgebra (and hence the jnal fixed point) of 
and also of the functor B o 9:, o d as an endofunctor of CPO or PO. 
Proof. 
Step 1: We show that 9 o Pm o JS? can be considered as an endofunctor of CPO and 
CPO_L 
Let (D, 5) be a preorder and (Xn)nBt a sequence in Pm(D). Then X = UX,, E 
P,(D). If ([&]~)~~s is a monotone sequence in 9(9’,(D)) then [U&]L is the 
least upper bound in S(P&D)). Hence 9(.9&D)) is a cpo with bottom element 
[Q. 
If D, E are preorders and f : D -+ E is a monotone function then ‘S(Po( f )) is strict 
and continuous. Hence the functor ‘3 o 9: and then also the functor Y o Pw o d can 
be considered as endofunctors of CPO and CPOl. 
Step 2: TREE/L is a fixed point of Cf?ojlt,od, TREE/< a fixed point of ~?o~~os$‘. 
By Lemma 2.2: (TREE/C, p’) is a fixed point of 3 o J& o d as an endofunctor of 
PO. Here 
p’ : TREE/L + Y(&‘&(A x TREE/L)) 
is given by: 
Analoguous (TREE/=& 7~‘) is a fixed point of 9 o $,, o G? as an endofunctor of PO 
where rr’ is given by: 
x’([Tl,) = [{(M., [T’l,) : T 5 T’}], 
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Step 3: We show the finality in PO. If (D, C) is a preorder then we show: 
(a) If e’ : D + 9(~.U&4 x 0)) is a monotone function then there exists a unique 
monotone function f I : D + TREE/C such that 
S(A&(d( f’))) 0 e’ = p’ 0 f’. 
(b) If E’ : D + ‘3(~4’&4 x D)) is a monotone function then there exists a unique 
monotone function F’ : D -+ TREE/< such that 
SfJ(.Y’,(d(F’))) 0 E’ = d 0 F’. 
ad (a): Let q : 3(~&&4 x D)) + d&(A x D) be a function such that [q(t)]L = 5. 
Then 
e:D+A& xD), e=qoe’ 
is monotone and e’(r) = [e(<)]L. Let @ and f be as in the proof of Theorem 5.5. We 
show that 
f’ : D + TREE/C, f ‘(5) = [f (OIL 
is the unique fixed points of r$ which is given by: 
4 : (D -+ TREE/L) -+ (D + TREE/C), 
4(H) = p’-’ 0 9(~5&(d(H))) 0 e’ 
It is easy to see that @ is monotone w.r.t. C as a preorder on D -+ TREE and that 
$(H)(O = [@@)(m. 
Here h : D --+ TREE is a function with [/z(~)]c_ = H(5). Since f is a fixed point of @ 
we get that f’ is a fixed point of 4. Since f is monotone f’ is monotone. 
We have to show that C#J has exactly one fixed point. Let G, H: D + TREE/g be 
fixed points of 4. Let g, h : D --) TREE be functions with [g(<)]g = G(t), [h(r)]~ = 
H(5) for all 5 E D. We have to show that G = H, i.e. that 
45) L g(5) and g(5) C h(5) 
for all 5 E D. By symmetry it is sufficient to show that h(r) C g(l) for all 5 E D. 
Hence it is sufficient to show that there exists embeddings 25 : tt + st where sl and tt 
are plain trees with [st]? = g(5) and [tr]? = h(c). It can be shown by induction on 
II that there exists embeddings 
such that A~[n](o) = Ar[m](v) for all v in tt[m] and O<m <n. Then 
A[ : tt --$ St, l,(v) = A~[n](v) if u in tt[n], 
is an embedding. Hence we conclude tt C SC, i.e. h(5) !Z g(t). 
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ad (b): In an analogous way it can be shown that if E: D + 9(gu(A x D)) is 
monotone then the function 
F’ : D + TREEJ<, F’(r) = FYOl< 
is the unique monotone function with 9(.9’&d(F’))) o E’ = 7~’ 0F’. Here 
F : D --f TREE/- 
is the unique monotone function with ~&&(F))o E = noF where E : D --f 9&A x D) 
is a function with [E(<)]E = E’(r) for all < E D. 
Step 4: We show the finality of TREE/< as a fixed point of the functor 9 0 PO’,, 0d 
as an endofimctor of CPO and CPO_L. 
Since F < Y if and only if rc(F) < ~(9) for all F, 9 E TREE/- we conclude 
that 
Therefore rc’ and rc’-’ are strict and continuous. I.e. (TREE/<, n’) is a fixed point of 
9 o P,,, o d as an endofunctor of CPO and CPOl. 
Let (D, LI) be a cpo and E’ : D -+ 9(9&A x D)) a continuous function. Then there 
exists a unique monotone function F’ : D + TREE/< with 9(.6Y’&d(F’))) o E’ = 
n’ o F’ (see Step 3(b)). Hence d(F’) is monotone. Then Y(9’,(d(F’))) is strict and 
continuous (see Step 1). Since rt’ is an isomorphism in CPO resp. CPOJ_ we get: 
F’ = n’-’ o 9(9$(Lc4(F’))) o E’ 
is continuous. If E’ is strict then also F’ is strict. 0 
Remark 5.9. In Section 6 we show that domains which are defined as the canonical 
fixed points of a locally continuous endofimctor of CPO_L cannot be fully abstract 
w.r.t. simulation when the whole class of simulation equivalence classes of trees is 
represented. Here the ‘canonical’ fixed point means the initial fixed point - which 
exists by the results of [24] - and which is at the same time the final fixed point - 
by the results of [22]. This is not a contradiction to our characterization of TREE/< 
as the final fixed point of the fimctor 9 o PW o d : CPO_L + CPO_L since 3 0 .YW 0 ,QZ 
is not locally continuous. 
Consider the cpo D = No U {co} endowed with the natural ordering 5. Let fn : D + 
D, fn(x) = min{x,n}. Then fn are continuous functions with u fn = ido. Let a E A 
and X the set of all pairs (a,~), x E D. Let <H be the Hoare preorder on ,?%(A x D). 
Then 
where X, is the set of all pairs (X,X), x<n. Hence: 
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Therefore u 9(9&&( &))) # id = S(PU(&‘(i&))). Hence Q o Pm o S is not locally 
continuous. 
Theorem 5.10. TREEI=& is an SFP domain and the initial algebra and final coal- 
gebra (and hence the initial and jnal fixed point) of the functor 
Proof. Since the fimctor Pn,, o J&J_ : SFP_I + SFPJ_ is locally continuous in the 
sense of [24] it has an initial fixed point (&, i). By the results of [22]: (&, i-’ ) is 
the initial algebra and (Dn, i) the final coalgebra of Pnoare o JZZ’~. ([22] works with 
the category DCPOi but it is easy to see that this result of [22] carries over to the 
category SFPL.) It is sufficient o show that there exists an isomo~hism 
in CPOJ_. Then we may conclude that TREE/=& is a SFP domain and that TREE/ 
=& together with the isomorphism 
e = ~~~~~(~~(E)) o i o E-’ 
is the initial fixed point of ~3%~~~ o r;BL. Hence ( TREE/&,t, e-l) is the initial algebra 
and (TREEIG,~, e) the final coalgebra of pnoare o&L. 
For simplicity we deal with the isomorphy of DH and YH~~&~~(DH)) as an equal- 
ity. I.e. we suppose that Du = ~~~~*~(~~~D~)) and i = idD%. Then the partial order 
on DH is the inclusion. By the results of [24]: Du is the inverse limit of the embedding 
sequence (Dn, zn) where 
DO = {I)> Dn+l = ~Hoare(~J_(~n)) 
and zo :& --) DI, t,+l = ~H~~(~~(z~)). Let yn = (e,, pn) : Dn + qf be the under- 
lying embedding projection pairs with yn = y,,+i o I,. L)n (as a SFP domain) is an 
w-algebraic dcpo and 
x(DH) = Ud~(Dn)). 
The compact elements of De+1 are the elements of the form { _L} or XL where X is a 
nonempty finite subset of A x X(t,). Hence the compact elements of & are given 
by the production system: 
a’ : : = {~)1{(~,d)}LI dl u d2 
We show that there exists an embedding projection pair 
(e, p) : DH -+ TREE/+ 
such that the image of e is the set of simulation equivalent classes of trees T which 
does not contain an infinite path. 
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Let TR,<,o” be the collection of all finitely branching trees of finite height. We define 
f : X(DH) -+ TRGco, g : TRgco --f xx(DH) 
by induction: 
.0(l)) = T_L, f({(44) 1) = a.f(d), f(dl u d2) = fCdl) + f(d2) 
s(Tl) = Ii>> g(T) = Uw(T’)) : T $ T’) I 
It can easily be shown by on induction on n = max{height( T), height(S)} that 
g(T)Cg(S) * T<S 
and that g( f(d)) = d for all d E %(DH). We conclude: 
f(d) < f(d’) * d s d’ 
Hence we get a bijection 
CC-2 F : X(DH ) --+ TR,, /=G F(d) = Md)l< 
which satisfies F(d) 4 F(d’) iff d C d’ and F-‘([T],) = g(T) for all T E TR&“. 
Let e:DH + TREE/<, p: TREE/< + DH be given by: 
e(6) = u {F(d): d E X(6)) 
p(Y) = u {F-‘([T],) : T E k(Y)} 
where 
k([S],) = {S’ E TR;jm : S’ C S}. 
Note that X(S) is countable and directed. Since TREE/=$ is a cpo each countable 
directed subset of TREE/$ has a least upper bound. 
If 61 & 62 then X(61) & X(62) and therefore e(6i) d e(62). Similarly, if $ 6 33 
then k($ ) & 492) and therefore p($ ) 5 p(Yz ), Hence e and p are monotone. If 
6 E DH then 
k(e(6)) = {F(d) : d E X(6)). 
Since DH is algebraic p(e(6)) = uX(6) = 6. Hence e(6r)$e(&) iff 61 & 82. If 
.F E TREE/< then 
X(p(9)) = {F-‘(Y) : Y E k(F)} 
and therefore e(p(Y)) = u k(F) < Y. We conclude that (e, p) is an embedding 
projection pair. 
If T is a representative of F-, i.e. [T]< = Y-, then we put F[n] = [T[n]]$. Then 
F[n] E k(F) and 9’ < .Y[n] for each element 9’ E k(F) where n is the height (of a 
representative) of Y. Hence 
e(p(y_)) = U k(r) = U y_[nl = 
[ 1 
nFo T[nl 
, 6 
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If $ = [T], and T does not contain an infinite path then T wCUt C T[n]. Hence 
e(p(Y)) = f. 
For each d E DH we have: e(d) = e(p(e(d))) is represented by the tree CnaO T[n] 
where T is a representative of e(d). This is a tree which does not contain an infinite 
path. We conclude that the image of e is the set of simulation equivalence classes of 
trees which do not contain an infinite path. Since 
T <cut S * ,I0 TIInl =G C S[nl 
n>O 
we conclude that 
E(d) = [4@1 +ut 
is a bijection with E(6,) =& E(&) iff 61 C 82. Here [r] <cut denotes the unique cut- 
simulation equivalence class which contains 5 E TREE/<. Hence TREE/=&, is a 
SFP domain and E an isomorphism in CPO_L. q 
6. Domains of trees defined by a recursive domain equation 
In the previous sections we presented domain equations for Milners derivation trees 
factored by some equivalence relation. In contrast the approach of [2,6] goes the 
opposite way using a domain equation in order to get a domain of treelike elements. 
In this section we discuss the connection between Milners derivation trees and the tree- 
like elements of the domains of [2,6]. At the end of this section we explain informally 
why the canonical solutions of recursive domain equations solved by the methods of 
[3,14,22,24] are always fully abstract w.r.t. relations which only depend on the finite 
cuts (i.e. relations like cut-isomorphism, cut-bisimulation or cut-simulation). Hence 
they are not suitable as denotational models for languages which allow for unbounded 
nondeterminism when full abstractness w.r.t. bisimulation or simulation is desired. 
De Bakker and Zucker [6] use the unique complete metric space MC1 which solves 
the domain equation 
M g 9$,(A x M) 
as semantic domain. In addition we deal with the unique complete metric space MC, 
that solves the equation 
M ” ?&(A x M) 
which is considered e.g. in [22]. (The uniqueness of the solutions of the equations for 
MC1 and MC, can be derived e.g. from the results of [22] since the functors PC, o -02, 
PC0 o & : CMS + CMS are locally contracting.) [ 121 has shown that for finite A 
the complete metric spaces A&i and TREE/wcut are isomorphic. This result can be 
extended in the following way (see [4]): 
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Theorem 6.1. TREE/mCut can be embedded into M,I. TREE/-,, and MC1 are iso- 
metric if and only if A is finite. 
MC, is the metric completion of TREEh,/w. n/r,, is isometric to the set of all cut- 
bisimulation equivalence classes of trees T where each jinite cut of T is bisimilar to 
a finitely branching tree (endowed with the subspace metric of TREE/ mCUt ). If A is 
jinite then 
MC, ” MC, ” TREE/ -CUt 
is a compact metric space. 
Abramsky [2] uses the initial solution &.br of the domain equation 
in SFP_L as ‘domain for bisimulation’ (where we use the lifted version &‘L of the carte- 
Sian product rather than the sum). !?J’Flotkin(.) means the Plotkin powerdomain including 
the empty set where 
xc,0 :*X=0Vvx={I}. 
In contrast to our situation [2] deals with ‘divergence’ and hence uses a different notion 
of bisimulation which distinguishes between well-termination 0 and a totally undefined 
PrOCCSS (1). If x E DAbr, x # {I}, contains I then X is considered as a partially 
undefined process. Having a transition system with divergence (i.e. a transition system 
where some states are specified as divergent or partially undefined states) by unfolding 
one gets a tree with two kinds of nodes: nodes representing divergent (i.e. partially 
undefined) states and nodes representing convergent (i.e. totally defined) states. This 
leads to a modified notion of plain trees which we call extended plain trees. There are 
two kinds of nodes: closed nodes representing totally defined states and open nodes 
representing partially undefined states. 
Formally, an extended plain tree is a pair (t, 0) where t = (IV, E, 1, vo) is a plain tree 
and 0 is a subset of N. The nodes v E 0 are called open nodes, the nodes in N \ 0 are 
called closed. If v is a node in t then 0 r v means the set of open nodes in the subtree 
t T v. The n-cut of (t, 0) is (t[n], O[n]) where O[n] = N[n] n 0. By an isomorphism 
(t, 0) + (t’, 0’) of extended plain trees we mean an isomorphism f : t + t’ with 
f(0) = 0’. An extended tree is an isomorphism class of an extended plain tree. If T 
is an extended tree then we write T J. to denote that there is a representative (t, 0) 
of T such that the root of t is closed. If T, T’ are extended trees then 
T r, T’ 
means that for each representative (t, 0) of T there exists a son v of the root vo of t 
such that 
vo & v 
and T’ is represented by (t T v, 0 T v). ETREE denotes the set of extended trees. 
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A simulation (called partial bisimulation in [2]) for extended trees is a binary relation 
R on ETREE such that for all (T,S) E R: 
1. If T -% T’ then S -% S’ for some S’ with (T’,S’) E R. 
2. If TJJ then S$ and whenever S 5 S’ then T -% T’ for some T’ with (T’,S’) E R. 
T simulates S (denoted by T $ S) iff there exists a simulation which contains (T, S). 
T =& S iff T[n] < S[n] for all IZ > 0. As in the unextended case ETREE/=& is a cpo 
(cf. Lemma 5.7). 
Theorem 6.2. DAbr Z ETREE/<,,t 
Proof (sketch). We briefly sketch the proof of Theorem 6.2 which is similar to 
the proof of Theorem 5.10. We define an embedding projection pair (e, p) : DAbr + 
ETREE/ 4 such that the image of e is the set of elements [T]< in ETREEj< where 
T is an extended tree which does not contain an infinite path. 
Let ETR;” denote the set of finitely branching extended trees of finite height and 
let Ti be the extended tree consisting of an open root, T; the extended tree consisting 
of a closed root. We define functions 
<oO 
f : x(DAbr ) + ET&i, , g : ETRkm + xx(DAbr) 
as follows: g(TT) = {I}, g(Tf) = 0 and 
g(T) = convex closure of { (CI, g( T’)) : T 5 T’} 
resP. f({l)) = TI, f(8) = Ti, f((a,d)) = a.f(d) and 
f(convex closure of dl U d2) = f(dl) + f(d2). 
Here we use the fact that the compact elements of DAbr are given by the production 
system: 
d: : = (1) I0 I{(~,d))l convex closure of dl U d2 
It is easy to see that g( f(d)) = d for all d E X(DAbr). Using Proposition 3.11 of [2] 
(or Example 5.5 of [22]) which shows that the partial order Cp on DAbr is 4 when 
the elements of DAbr are considered as transition systems with divergence or extended 
trees we get: 
g(T) LP g(s) @ T < s 
and therefore f(d) <f(d’) iff d Lp d’. As in the proof of Theorem 5.10: f and g 
induce an embedding projection pair (e, p) : DAbr -+ ETREE/< and an isomorphism 
E: D.++ + ETREE/+, in CPO_L. 0 
For the rest of this section we discuss informally the capability of domains derived 
by the standard methods of [3,14,22,24] to give fully abstract denotational semantics. 
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Using the technique of [24] to solve recursive domain equation for cpo’s the partial 
order Co on the initial solution D fulfills 
for suitable projections p,, : D + D. Dealing with equations like D 2 ~H~~~(zJ’~(D)) 
(whose initial solution is DH = TREE/+,,t, see Theorem 5.10) or those of [2] the 
functions p,, assign to each element x E D its ‘n-cut’ x[n]. E.g. in the case D = 
DH = TRW=&, in (x) is the cut-simulation equivalence class of the tree T where 
x = [Tl <cut. Hence denotational semantics on D for languages with unbounded non- 
determinism cannot be fully abstract w.r.t. simulation. For instance the CCS processes 
P = E a”.nil, Q = P + $x(x = a.~) 
n=l 
have the same meaning in DH without being simulation equivalent. This observation 
does not contradict our result that TREE/ < is a cpo which solves the equation D 2 
9(Y,(d(D))) (Theorem 5.8) since the functor ?? o pW o d: CPO_L + CPOJ_ is not 
locally continuous and hence does not fulfill the conditions of the fixed point theorem 
of [24] (see Remark 5.9). 
In the case where D is used as semantic domain for a language without unbounded 
nondeterminism infinitely branching trees are not in the range of the derivation tree 
semantics. Since in the finitely branching case <cut coincides with < one gets the full 
abstractness of denotational semantics on DH or DAbr w.r.t. simulation (cf. [2]). 
The fact that domains like DH = TREE/=&,, or DAbr are not fully abstract w.r.t. 
simulation should not be confused with the ‘internal full abstractness’ on DH or DADS 
(cf. Proposition 3.11 of [2]): The elements of D H can be considered as transition 
systems (the elements of DH are considered as states and there is a transition x 5 y 
iff (a, y) E x) and hence can be identified with the tree one gets by unfolding2. For all 
x, y E DH we have: x C y 3 iff there exists a simulation which contains (x, y), i.e. iff 
x < y where x and y are viewed as trees. The reason for the internal full abstractness 
on DH or DAbr is that the trees which arise by unfolding from the elements of D are 
trees of a special type4 and that for this type of trees + and =&,,r are the same. 
Similarly, the unique solution M of a metric equation solved by the methods of 
[3, 14,221 fulfills: 
x=y*pp,(x)=p,(y) vn’nbo 
for suitable projections p,, : M -+M. In our applications (e.g. the equations for TREEfin, 
MC, or M,,) the functions p,, assign to each element x E M its ‘n-cut’ x[n]. Hence 
M is fully abstract w.r.t. a relation which only depends on the finite cuts. Dealing 
with M = TREEh, one has full abstractness w.r.t. the derivation tree semantics since 
* In general, these trees are not countably branching and hence do not belong to our set TREE. We use the 
notion of a simulation extended to arbitrary branching trees in the obvious way. 
3 Recall that C_ is the partial order on &. 
4 For instance, dealing with & the trees fulfill a certain ‘leficlosedness’ condition. 
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cut-isomorphic finitely branching trees are identical. In the case where M contains 
representatives of at least two non-identical cut-isomorphic trees M cannot be fully 
abstract w.r.t. the derivation tree semantics or bisimulation. For instance, TREE/rx.,t - 
the unique fixed point M of the functor X o J%‘~ o d : CMS + CMS which fulfills the 
conditions of the fixed point theorem of [22] - is fully abstract w.r.t. cut-isomorphism 
but not w.r.t. the derivation tree semantics. Domains like MC1 or M,, are fully abstract 
w.r.t. cut-bisimulation but not w.r.t. bisimulation since they contain the element y 
y = {x) u {~Oo,X1>. . .), where x0 = 0, x,+1 = {(44), 3~ = nlimmx, 
which represents the cut-isomorphic derivation trees of the CCS processes P and Q of 
above. (Note that the n-cuts of the derivation trees tree(P), tree(Q) of P resp. Q are 
bisimilar to the finitely branching tree Cy=, c&.Tl. Hence by Theorem 6.1, tree(P) 
and tree(Q) are represented in M,,.) 
As in the partial order case, one has internal full abstractness on M,I and M,, in 
the sense that when the elements of MC, and M,, are viewed as trees then x = y 
iff x N y. Using MC1 or M,, as semantic domain for a language without unbounded 
nondeterminism one has full abstractness w.r.t. bisimulation (since N collapses to -cut 
in the finitely branching case). 
7. Conclusions 
We considered several types of trees and gave characteristic domain equations for 
them. The domains of trees and bisimulation equivalence classes of trees were charac- 
terized as final solutions of suitable equations in SET which ensures the exitence of 
final semantics of Rutten and Turi [22]. We also considered trees in a metric and partial 
order setting: It turned out that in the absence of unbounded nondeterminism each of 
the complete metric spaces TREEc,, TREE/cxcut, TREE/wcut, M,I and the completion 
M,, of TREEfin/- can be used to give denotational semantics in the metric approach. 
In this case: 
l The use of TREEc, or TREE/rVcut yield denotational semantics that agree with the 
derivation tree semantics and the final semantics on TREEe,. 
l Using TREE/Ncut, M,I or M,, one obtains denotational semantics which are fully ab- 
stract w.r.t. bisimulation and which coincide with the final semantics on TREEh,/w. 
Dealing with a language that allows for unbounded nondeterminism the use of TREE/ 
qut yields a denotational semantics which is fully abstract w.r.t. cut-isomorphism 
but which is more abstract than the derivation tree semantics. Similarly, the use of 
TREE/wcut or M,l as denotational models for languages with unbounded nondetermin- 
sim lead to denotational semantics that are fully abstract w.r.t. cut-bisimulation but not 
w.r.t. bisimulation. 
Independent on whether one deals with unbounded nondeterminism or not the par- 
tial order approach to give denotational semantics which are fully abstract w.r.t. the 
derivation tree semantics fails when (the lifting of) Winskels partial order E is used. 
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This is because L on TREE is not antisymmetric and because of the incompleteness 
of ( TREEfin, C). The use of the ideal completion of ( TREEc,, C) also fails since then 
the meaning of the CCS-process Jix(x = a.~) would be the least upper bound of its 
finite approximations CY”.T_L, n 20, and hence cannot agree with lim CI”.T_L which is the 
derivation tree of jix(x = M .x).’ Nevertheless, it might be possible that another partial 
order on trees can be defined which turns TREE into a cpo and for which continuous 
semantic descriptions of nondeterministic choice, parallelism, etc. exist. An alternative 
solution is the use of Winskels cpo of plain trees which yields a semantics that is more 
concrete than the derivation tree semantics. In order to give denotational partial order 
semantics which are fully abstract w.r.t. simulation one can use the cpo TREE/<. In 
the finitely branching case (i.e. in absence of unbounded nondeterminism) the SFP 
domain DH = TREE/<,,,t (or D.&r) can be used alternatively. 
In the situation where one deals with unbounded nondeterminism domains which 
are derived as the canonical solution of recursive equations solved by the meth- 
ods of [3,14,22,24] fail to give denotational semantics that are fully abstract w.r.t. 
(bi-)simulation. For instance, the CCS-processes 
P = E 6?.nil, Q = P +jx(x = x.x) 
ll=l 
get the same meaning in A&i and DH = TREE/<,, without being bisimilar or sim- 
ulation equivalent. This observation should not be confused with the internal full ab- 
stractness one has on domains like MC1 or DH. 
Hence when dealing with a language with unbounded nondeterminsim the standard 
approaches - the use of partial order or metric - fail to give denotational semantics 
which are fully abstract w.r.t. the derivation tree semantics or bisimulation. As a remedy 
of the situation, we give in [4] denotational semantics for CC’S - including infinite 
summation - on TREE and TREE/- without using any additional structure like metric 
or partial order and show the ml1 abstractness w.r.t. the derivation tree semantics resp. 
bisimulation. There the meaning of a recursive program is defined as the unique fixed 
point of a suitable operator where the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point is 
shown without referring to any additional structure. 
In Section 6 we saw that the domain equation D 2 9ilotkin(d~(D)) of [2] is the 
counterpart of D g 9Qoare(d~(D)) h w ere the distinction between well-termination 
and undefinedness is opposed to their identification. It is an open problem whether 
the other domain equations of Section 3-5 can be modified to get a characteristic 
domain equation for ‘trees with divergence’, i.e. extended trees in our notations of 
Section 6. 
5 Having a monotone sequence (xn) in a partial order D with X, # .x,+1 then the least upper bound of (xn) 
in the ideal completion of D does not belong to D. This is in contrast to the metric situation where existing 
limits in an incomplete metric space agree with the limits in the metric completion. 
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